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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Out of 104 million India’s tribal population 4 lakh reside in Kerala. In 

comparison with others, tribes are required to have some consideration 

in order to attain a better standard of living. Development in tribal life is 

also a measure of the development of whole society. They are the sons 

and daughters of forest and they moved their living by forest resources. 

Even now they haven’t reached a better profile. In Kerala, mostly tribals 

are found in Wayanad, Idukki and Attappady at Palakkad. 

Attappady tribals received much attention among these in background of 

increased infant mortality rate. Government had adopted certain policy 

measures and schemes for them to survive. We are here in an attempt to 

analyze the socio-economic health status of tribes and whether they are 

aware of and receiving the declared schemes by government. 

They are marginalized from society; faced inequality in all aspects of 

their lives. To live a better life like others, tribals needed a ‘big push’ 

from government side. So, the government offers privileges for them on 

every field. 

The other provision of our project is to look into the performance of the 

government welfare schemes. Were they provided?  Whether there still 

remain those who are not getting any benefits? Were the schemes able to 

make changes and upgrade their lives? 

The study is conducting in the tribal communities of Attappady namely 

Irula, Muduga and Kurumba. They are living as groups in ooru. Case 

study was concentrated in each of the tribal hamlets from 3 panchayats 

of Attappady. Muduga from Karara, Irula from Kallakkara and 

Kurumba from Gottiyaarkkandi respectively from Agali, Sholayur and 

Pudur Panchayats. 

The speaking languages of these three tribal groups are belonged to the 

south Dravidian family. The land ownership of the tribes is collective, in 
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the sense that descendents of a common ancestor are joint owners of the 

hamlet and its territory. Nuclear family is the primary unit of economic 

production and a new unit will be set up on the marriage of each young 

man. Health and nutrition are the two fundamental dimensions of the 

social development process without having intake of nutritious food on 

continuous basic sound health status is a distant dream. Status of health 

has both positive and negative impact on the process of development at 

the levels of individual, community and society. If the health status of 

population, irrespective of their social background good as per the 

observation of health experts, it has positive socio- economic impact at 

all levels. Such population is considered physically fit to participate in 

the development process. Malnutrition and mortality have a positive co-

relation among themselves. They are poverty or poor economic 

conditions, illiteracy and low literacy, inadequate health care services 

resulting in high mortality, socio-cultural barriers preventing utilization 

of available health care services, etc. 

The position of tribal health is even more alarming, as these group 

inhabit in the remote forest and hilly areas far from civilization, they are 

largely unaffected by the developmental process going on the rest of the 

non-tribal areas of the country. Malnutrition is the divesting problem, 

particularly among the poor and unprivileged. Children are more 

vulnerable to malnutrition due to low dietary intakes, inequitable 

distribution of food within the household, improper food storage and 

preparation, dieting taboos, infectious diseases and case. Prevalence of 

malnutrition has remained a problem of considerable magnitude in most 

developing countries. Among the Pudur tribes in Attappady region, the 

prevalence of poor health status of tribes is remarkable. 
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1.2. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The socio-economic-health problems of tribals in Attappady are 

numerous. The tribal population of the valley is mostly Irula, Muduga, 

Kurumba tribal people and a section of settlers from Tamil Nadu and 

other districts of Kerala. They are the most backward group. The major 

problem malnutrition among tribals in Attappady is a combined effect of 

poverty, unemployment, land alienation, failure to provide forest rights, 

loss of traditional agriculture, loss of indigenous food, disease, illiteracy 

and lack of alternative nutritious food etc. are the problems suffered by 

them. This is only one among many issues. Tribals itself are showing a 

sulkiness towards their welfare activities. 

Though welfare schemes are declaring by government, we are in search 

of how much of those are really reached to their hands. Why tribals are 

always centring of news around health issues? What is their social, 

economic setup? How much of the public services are avail to them? 

How much of the fields attain a comparatively better development and 

which all are yet remaining to reach the goal? 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

• To analyze the socio-economic status of different tribal communities 

in Attappady region 

• To evaluate the performance of welfare schemes for tribes in 

Attappady region 

1.4 METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

Methodology is the systematic, theoretical analysis of the method 

applied to the field of study. Here, we collected the data from civilian 

respondents about their tribal life and economical background as a 

primary data and analyzed using other secondary data which we 

collected. 
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In this procedure, units to be included in the sample are selected at the 

convenience of the investigator rather than by any pre-specified or 

known probabilities of being selected. 

This study covers 225 respondents from three different tribal 

communities like Irula, Muduga, Kurumba. They are identified from the 

three tribal hamlets at Agali, Pudur and Sholayur panchayats. They have 

been selected with the help of respective ST promoters.  

The study uses both primary and secondary data. The primary method of 

data collection used is questionnaire method. Secondary data include 

reports from Hospital, Krishi Bhavan, and Panchayat Offices. 

Simple Statistical tools are used for analyzing the data. They are 

 Percentage 

 Table 

 Chart 

 Diagrams 

1.5 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Ashok Rajan Basu (1985): In his work he describes the co-relation 

between development strategies of the nation and heath states of the 

tribe. According to him, in primitive societies, the practice of medicine 

was related with religion, magic, and astrology. The development 

strategies of the tribal communities are to be linked up with the 

developmental strategy of the nation. One of the goals of social 

mobilization would therefore, be the integration of the tribal societies 

with the national policy. It is to be noted that modernization of tribal 

societies does not depend upon operational efficiency of administration 

and development apparatus alone. 
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Vidyarthi and Binay Kumar Rai (1985): In their study pointed out that 

increase in the pressure on land due to population growth and opening 

up of different mines and industries led to the emergence of non- 

agricultural labourers among the tribal communities. 

Bineesh (1998): About the educational drop out of tribal students 

pointed out that stipends, scholarships, hostel accommodation, etc given 

to tribal children by the tribal welfare department have not been found 

effective. Even after providing these services many of them are reluctant 

to continue their studies. The study concludes that lack of motivation or 

change in mind-set is the real cause of their backwardness. 

Sundran (2005): In his study stated that the economic conditions of the 

tribal people can be improved through education and income generating 

activities for self- sufficiency. The study also speaks about the 

importance of vocational courses among the tribal communities. 

Gregory. J (2007): Pointed out that the condition of Kerala tribes is 

better as compared to the situation of tribes at an all India level. 

Navaneetham (2009): In their study reported that Kerala seems to have 

entered the fourth stage of the epidemiological transition and lifestyle 

related diseases are on the rise in Kerala. The study concludes that 

females were at greater risk of morbidity than males. According to 

NFHS-3, forty seven per cent of India’s children below three years of 

age are underweight, 39 per cent stunted and 19 per cent anaemic. More 

than 6,000 Indian children below five years die every day due to 

malnourishment and 30 per cent of the new born are significantly 

underweight. Anaemia affects 3.5 billion individuals in the developing 

world or well over two persons out of three. More than 320 million 

people in India suffer from iron deficiency anaemia with the highest 

prevalence among women and children. 
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Paul (2013): discussed education of tribes in Kerala based on income 

and their livelihood. Tribal literacy, enrolment and dropout situation are 

included in the study and they highlight familial aspects, such as 

poverty, looking after younger over and adverse family environment as 

major impediments to tribal education. Another important contribution 

of the study is the classification of tribal communities into forward and 

backward based on the living index. 

Rajasenan and Rajeev (2013): in their study stated that land alienation 

and non-availability of forest produce lead them to unemployment even 

though employment generation and livelihood options are available 

through TSP. The study also pointed out that only 4.88 per cent tribes 

have secured employment in government services. 

Nimisha (2013): found that morbidity is negatively influenced by health 

expenditure and literacy level of the people suggesting the fact that 

morbidity is negatively related to these factors. Study concludes that 

diseases of affluence, like cancer, heart diseases, blood pressure, 

diabetics, etc have positive relationship with per capita income. 

Ekbal (2013): in their study in Attappady show that there was lack of 

nutritional status faced by pregnant women and feeding mothers in their 

area. Most of the women had undergone abortion twice or thrice. 

Premature delivery, low birth babies, etc. are leading to infant mortality 

in Attappady. The weight of new born babies’ ranges between 600-

800gms only. This is lower than the required weight. Malnutrition and 

anaemic conditions of tribal mothers lead to birth of premature infants. 

Owing to recurrent abortion a lot of blood is discharged from her body. 

Symptoms of diseases related to malnutrition, like marasmus and 

kwashiorkor, lack of breathing capacity, lack of proper caring, heart 

disorder, lack of prenatal care of mothers during pregnancy, TB and 

meningitis, non-availability of iron folic acids , higher blood pressure , 

lack of proper functioning of anganwadis , lack of sufficient supervisor 
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in anganwadis, lack of transportation facilities to reach the innermost 

parts of tribal hamlets. Owing to non-availability of ragi a common food 

among tribals, they exchange matta rice for ragi which has low 

nutritional content. Lack of sufficient doctors and workers in hospitals 

adversely affected tribal health. There were 48 infant mortality cases 

reported up to July 2013 in Attappady. The study conducted by UNICEF 

(2013) also pointed out that malnutrition and anaemia were major 

problems which were faced by tribal women and children in Attappady. 

Human Rights Commission (2013): has made health check-up in 7565 

households among 23597 tribes. Among these 496 aged citizens, 70 

pregnant women, 283 children below 12 years were reported to be 

anaemic. The majority of tribes in Vellakulam colony were suffering 

from sickle cell anaemia disease. Children were born as low weight 

babies, tribes were also suffering from type one diabetes and deficiency 

of vitamin-A. The study concluded that long distance for receiving 

medical services; lack of proper co-ordination among the various 

departments would add fuel to fire. Infant mortality was reported in 

Aaralam of Kannur district (2013). Five cases of cancer, leprosy and TB 

were also reported from among tribals. Districts like Idukki, Kasargod, 

Malappuram, Wayanad and Pathanamthitta also reported malnutrition 

during the period. 

Ajaykumar (2013): pointed out that 92 infant mortality cases were 

reported in Attappady from 2007, but the government did not take any 

action against it at the beginning itself. The study concluded that out of 

53 pregnant women, 90 percent of them suffered from anaemia and 

government did not take proper action until it became severe issues. 

Rosario report (2013) shows that during 1996 death rate reported due to 

poverty in Attappadywere 25, whereas it increased to 32 during 1999. 

The report concluded that 15 IMR cases were reported due to lack of 

malnutrition during 2012. 
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Dr. C.S. Chandrika (2014): Portrayed out that inadequate malnutrition of 

pregnant mothers, under weight of infants at the time of birth, un-proper 

vaccination caused infanticide in Attappady. In the last year more than 

32 children are died. Lack of houses, toilets, drinking water, food and 

primary education didn’t get properly to Attappady regions; it’s the 

major criticism against Kerala development authority. 

The study conducted by Manikandan (2015): among tribes in Attappady 

shows that continuous IMR in Attappady leads to genocide, ethnocide or 

even culturocide of tribes. An important fact is that still infant mortality 

rates are reported among tribes in Kerala. Between 2017 -18 more than 

10 cases were reported from the area. NFHS study published in the 

Malayala Manorama (2017) reported that 27 per cent of under five years 

old children including tribe community and non-tribe communities are 

severely malnourished. 27 per cent of under five years children do not 

have due weight for their age, 27.7 per cent of them have no height for 

their age. The study concludes that the majority of low weight children 

are from tribal communities residing in Thirunelli and Mananthavadi 

Panchayats. 

Thachil (2016): in her study on the socio economic problems of Irular 

tribes in Attappady area. It was a study about 50 kudies with 240 

populace belonging to different age groups and the study pointed out 

that number of children within the age group of 0-6 years is very low 

when compared to other age groups. Base line survey report of Wayanad 

district (2008) sheds light on Wayanad district, as it is primarily a rural 

district with 96 per cent the total population living in the villages. 

Scheduled castes constitute four per cent and schedule tribes merely 

17.7 per cent of the total population. 

The study done by WHO pointed out that 299 tribal children suffer from 

lack of nutrition. And 29 infant mortality cases were reported in 

Attappady during April 2012 to March 2013. Among these, 92 per cent 
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of children had died before they reached six months of their birth. Of 

these infant mortality cases 55 per cent child deaths were reported 

within one month. 

1.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

• There might be error due to the bias from the respondents. 

• Present study is limited to three tribal hamlets among 192hamelts in 

Attappady region. 

• The scarcity of time and resources were the other key factors that 

obstructed in depth and detailed study in certain cases. 

• Due to the lack of time and availability of respondents, the sample size 

has to be restricted to almost 90 households. 

• Many of the respondents did not know even the benefits they are 

enjoying from government. 

• Lack of experience of researcher. 

• Also some of the respondents were impatient to answer. And others 

were murmuring that they are not considered by anyone, as only studies 

and surveys are only connected. 

 

1.7 CHAPTER SCHEME 

The first chapter consists of Introduction, Background, Significance of 

the study, Review of literature, Objectives of the study, Research 

Methodology, Limitations of the Study and Chapter Scheme. The 

second chapter explains the tribal history, culture and social life of Irula, 

Muduga, Kurumba; list of implemented schemes of various sectors. The 

third chapter consists of data analysis and interpretation. And the last 

chapter is the sum up of this study consisting of findings, suggestions, 

conclusion and bibliography. 
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2.1 TRIBES OF ATTAPPADY 

Attappady lies at Mannarkkad Taluk in Palakkad District, consists of 

three panchayats Agali, Pudur and Sholayur. With an area of 745 sq.km. 

And Nilgiris at north, River Bhavani at south-east, Silent Valley at west 

as boundaries have a total population nearly 13,000. Out of them about 

31.5% are tribals. Spreading across the above three panchayats, the 

tribes residing at Attappady are Kurumba, Irula and Muduga. None of 

their speaking languages have a proper script.  

2.1.1 IRULAS 

Irula are the tribal groups reside at forest ooru for generations about 

1000 years.  

Rituals: 

Birth: When the baby born itself, lullaby can be heard. Both the 

pregnant lady and her child have to stay at another place for 7 days. 

Raagipputtu has given to her by the lady’s mother and sister-in-law. 

After 7 days, the child can enter the house witnessing race Gods. 

Conducts pooja later. Then the child belongs to God. 

Girl’s Puberty: They shift the girl who attained puberty to a hut without 

anyone knowing. The hut builds by the child’s uncle. After 7 days, the 

girl can bath with a mix of thaale, kalakasande and repe (ayurvedic). 

Then conducts the Kaithattu Cheeru. Girl’s uncle arranges all the 

necessities for the function. The oil pours upon her hand; but sisters 

knock it off. This repeats while she tries to eat the food too. A person 

belongs to Vellaka race sprinkles cow urine around the girl’s house and 

ooru. 

Marriage: The man and woman are selected on the basis of tribe race. 

There are 7 races and its sub castes. Marriage between the ones belongs 

to their mother’s or father’s race is not allowed. Pennuvela is the works 
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done by the man to convince her relatives. Marriage is hand over the girl 

to the father of groom. As per the convention, guruvan, guruvathi, uncle, 

parents has to give the money and they need to stay at Vandari’s house. 

Uncle collects water and gives to their God. Then it’s the time for knot 

the tie. The black chain has given by the 7 castes and knotted on bride 

by her groom. They receive blessings from the seniors of their family, 

bow Sun God and the dowry given to bride’s father. The groom and 

bride together go to bride’s home after 3 days; receives blessings from 

their uncle.  

Death: The funeral rites are performed by Guruvan and guruvathi. They 

have to take fast inorder to do all those. Their first duty is cutting the log 

for funeral.  

Agriculture: Kaaruvellaame and Konda vellame are two agricultural 

seasons. Kambalam refers to the all together cultivation; they enjoys by 

sing and dance. The items cultivated in their own land like Raagi, maize, 

thina, paandi, saame 

2.1.2. MUDUGAS 

Mudugas are mainly from Karnataka. They are speaking a language of 

Kannada mixed with Malayalam. Their sub castes are Karatti, Vella, and 

Kurunagaru. Earlier they lived among rocks, in caves and on tree 

houses.   

Dress: Men usually wear dhothi (mundu). The length of the dhothi was 

depending on their seniority. Women wore stone chains; they weren’t 

had blouses. Used silver ornaments. Tattoo on hands are forehead were 

compulsory.  

Rituals 

Birth:The ceremony Kodi BayaruthVirunth conducts after knowing the 

pregnancy of lady. The relatives of the girl invite both lady and her 
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husband to their house. For pregnancy related tasks, a hut builds near the 

house. They weren’t gone to hospitals for treatment. And the child care 

was given by the lady only not by any other family members. For 7 days 

they have a special mixture of items to eat.  

Girl’s Puberty: When a girl reaches puberty she goes to nearby river to 

bath with a lady’s assistance. When she goes for bathing she has to take 

a wooden baton, has to move without turns herself and has to throw the 

baton to her back side above her head. She has to carry a child and tries 

to enter the house while other girls make a hindrance to enter. The girls 

who are there for the girl’s assistance hit her hand 3 times from eating 

the rice. The girl has to sit at a neat and tidy place for 7 days. She is not 

allowed to cook food and go to other’s places on those days.  

Marriage: There are mainly two types of marriages are there for 

Mudugas; one of which ties knot and other without. For the marriages 

which ties knot, the groom and relatives visits the girl after a thorough 

enquiry of his relatives. If they like the girl, then they would stay at her 

home and return. After groom and relatives reach their ooru they inform 

the matter to their respective authorities. The whole ooru know this 

news when Vandaari announce it.  

Death: After one’s death Vandaari announces the entire village by 

blasting a bomb like. In front of the house, the corpse placed in between 

four bamboo legs and saris, plantain leaves are placed above it. Men and 

women dance around the dead one. The very next day of funeral, two 

people have to go to the sepulchre and mourn in his/her demise.  

Death anniversaries conduct both after one or two years and after 12 

years (conducts in remembrance of all the dead ones of the ooru) too.  

Occupation: Mainly cattle rearing and collecting forest resources. Some 

may also do poultry and broom making.  
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Agriculture: Chama, Ragi, Thina, Maize are used to cultivate. They 

sow seed of 5 types together. A Kambalam ritual conducted in 

association with the agriculture in which everyone gathers at the one’s 

home. 

Food: They are having the pulses they cultivate, fruits and vegetables, 

honey and other resources from forest. Ragi, Chama, Thina, Peas, Maize 

are examples. They make variety of dishes using their own pulses like 

Raagipputtu, Raagikkoolu, Raagikkali.  

2.1.3. KURUMBAS 

Kurumba are living in almost 19 tribal hamlets in Attappady. They both 

reside in forest and town areas. They are few in number in compare with 

the other tribal communities. There are 14 races on the basis of 

occupation, way of living, hunting methods, duties, and religious rights. 

Culturally they were rich with myths, stories, folk songs, folk dance 

(kummi). They hunt in their free times. Many physicians are belongs to 

Kurumba tribe. 

Races: Kallachan, Muruki, Sathhan, Godukaran, Pelungiyaalu, 

Ssemmiyaar, Odukkanaad, Baaniyaalu, Mulayyaalu(Vella and kari sub 

races), Ekachan, Hanumannalu and three other.  

Kurumba Language: Kurumba speak Kurumba tribal language which 

has an influence of Malayalam, Tamil, and Kannada like Dravidian 

languages. Since the language has no script, they have no records of 

traditional knowledge and rituals. 

Dressing Style: Earlier they wore bark of the tree. Nowadays in mix of 

the modern culture they begin to use clothes like that of non-tribals. 

Rituals: 

Birth: They shave the head of new born baby; either if it is boy or girl 

and pierce their ears. It’s the right of child’s mother. 
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Girl’s Puberty:  The girl who attained puberty or goes through 

monstrous periods abandoned from entering her home for 7 to 14 days. 

The girl needs to live in a shed built near their home. Girl is allowed to 

exit the shed only with her uncle’s daughters. They have to cleanse her 

and wear good dress. During those times lice killer comb, one bowl 

flowers, mortar and pestle are hold there in a belief to get rid of the girl 

from all evil attacks.  

Then conducts the ceremony. The girl who is in traditional dress arrives 

at the stage. Rice has given to the girl by her cousins placed in a mat. 

They interrupt the girl from eating rice three times. 

Marriage:  Earlier, groom’s parents visits the bride’s home meet and 

discuss with her parents. Then, inform bride and groom. They have to 

abide their parents even if the marriage is happening against their wish. 

The relatives of groom would go to the hamlet of bride to accompany 

her to their ooru. Relatives would stay at their home for one day. They 

are welcomed by a grant feast.  

The marriage is in witness of the heads oorumooppan, vandaari, 

kuruthala; bride’s father would give the groom marriage knot and after 

some traditional talks, the groom would hand over the periyakaasu (like 

dowry) to bride’s father. 

Death : An appointed person would inform all if someone died. The 

corpse has washed three times each in water, oil and turmeric water. For 

husband’s death wife ties up his right side hair to his feet. Vice versa for 

the wife’s death. The corpse has seated in a lotus position and others 

would dance around it. The visitors would cover the dead with a dhothi. 

Others would dance around the dead one. After certain religious rituals 

the funeral is done. 

Thalamuracheeru:Thalakkettucheeru conducts after the end of a 

generation. This may take 15 days. They would take the shoulder bone 
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and puts a ring instead of whose are not available. They would dance 

around. This would continue for 7 days. For the next 7 days the box 

which has kept the remnants of ancestors would keep for pooja. It’s for 

the peace of the resting souls. MaappilaiSadhya conducts then. 

Occupations: Earlier times, the collection of forest resources, herbs, 

agriculture and cattle rearing. 

Housing: They were lived in houses built by eco friendly items like tree 

pillars, bamboo etc. 

Art forms: Like Irula and MudugasKurumbatoo have drama like 

koothu. Ramarkoothu, Harischandrankoothu, Kovilankoothu are 

examples.  

Interaction with society: From earlier period onwards, Kurumba 

maintained a social interaction. They sold the forest resources in market. 

They engage in marriages rarely; even though they are not ready to 

leave their own hamlets. 

2.2. HEALTH STATUS OF TRIBES 

Tribal health and nutrition used to be a major issue in Attappady leading 

to death of tribal infants in considerable numbers in the past. In order to 

mitigate this issue, several concerted efforts have been taken by the 

Government. Government Tribal Specialty Hospital at Kottathara in 

Attappady has been developed as a nodal agency for screening women, 

adolescents and children for health related issues and addressing the 

same. As per the data from Govt. Tribal Specialty Hospital the 

following are major affected diseases and number of cases reported. 

 Sickle Cell Anaemia - A group of disorders that cause red blood 

cells to become misshapen and break down. Though it is a very 

rare disease 118 people have this disease at present. 
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 Tribe positive cases and deaths were comparatively lower in case 

of Covid-19. Out of 407 Covid affected people 75 were tribals 

and among 8 deaths 3 were them. Though tribals were not used 

mask and sanitizer in their ooru, administrative heads made sure 

that no one from outside enter the ooru.  

 Many mental illnesses, alcohol addiction cases of tribals were 

reported.  

 No. of tribe cases for dialysis – 55 

 About 121 high risk pregnancies were reported; the stated 

reasons are anaemia, sickle cell anaemia and under weight of the 

pregnant ladies.  

 

Disease No. of patients 

Cancer Patients 45 

Vertebra fracture patients 5 

Patients who wear Rales tube 3 

Colostomy Patients 2 

Lie down patients below age 60 22 

Lie down patients above age 60 27 

Those who are getting palliative care below 

18 years 

9 

Physiotherapy  73 

Patients who need expert  52 

Total 238 

Table2.1 Name of disease and number of patients 
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Table 2.2 Number of infant deaths month wise 

Table 2.3 Pregnancy related issues and number of reported cases 

Month wise No. of infant 

deaths 

Jan-2020 1 

Feb 1 

Mar 1 

Apr 0 

May 2 

Jun 1 

July 2 

Aug 0 

Sep 0 

Oct 0 

Nov 0 

Dec 1 

Total 9 

Sl.No Pregnancy related issues 

or various causes 

Number of 

reported cases 

1 High risk pregnancies 321 

2 Anaemia cases 231 

3 Giving birth at home 4 

4 Abortion 27 

5 Death of new born babies 10 

6 Foetal death 3 

7 Infant death 1 

8 Death of babies in womb 4 

Total  601 
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As a result of measures taken by the Government  

▪ Reduced number of infant death from 31 (2013) to 10 (2020)  

▪ Reduced number of abortions from 77 (2013) to 27 (2020)  

▪ Reduced number of IUD from 18 (2013) to 4(2020) 

▪ Reduced number of Home Delivery from 64 (2013) to 4 (2020) 

▪ Financial assistance is given to 118 Sickle Cell Anaemia patients. 

An amount of Rs. 44.54 lakhs has been allotted for this purpose 

during 2017-18 as of now. 

▪ Under Janani Janmaraksha Project, financial assistance of Rs. 

1000/- per month is given to pregnant ladies and new born 

infants. An amount of Rs. 93.34 lakhs has been allotted to 1027 

beneficiaries during this financial year as of now. 

▪ For the functioning of Community Kitchen an amount of Rs. 7.50 

crores has been given to Kudumbashree. The share of Social 

Justice Department is 3.00 crores for this project. 

▪ Under Comprehensive Health Care Project, an amount of Rs. 

74.96 lakh has been allotted to project officer Attappady during 

2017-18 and 1.25 crore for Kottathara Tribal Hospital. 

▪ Social justice Department is giving nutritious food to pregnant 

women and children. Milk and egg is distributed to Pre School 

students. ‘SABALA” kits are distributed to adolescent girls. 

▪ Activities of Health Department are done through Government 

Tribal Speciality Hospital, Kottathara 

2.3. AGRICULTURE 

It is true that Attappady is replete with traditional medicinal 

practitioners. The tribal research institute in Kerala namely The Kerala 

Institute for Research, Training and Development Studies of Scheduled 

Castes and Scheduled Tribes (KIRTADS) has carried out substantial 
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work in inventorying the tribal medicinal practitioners and their 

practices.  

In order to support the agricultural practices of tribals in Attappady, 

several schemes have been implemented by Scheduled Tribes 

Development Department with the help of Agriculture Department, 

Kudumbasree & National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM). Special 

focus has been given to encourage their traditional agricultural practices 

and cultivation of ethnic food crops especially millet.  

Subject : Agricultural  

Sl. 

No. Name of Scheme Implementation Details 

1 Millet Village Attappady 

Development of traditional 

Cultivation and area expansion, 

Honey bee keeping, Honey bee 

Fencing, Granary Distribution, 

Agricultural Implements 

Distribution, Organic 

Certification, Geographical 

Indication  

(Traditional Variety - Aattu 

kombu avara & 

AttappadyThuvara), Procurement 

of millets and Value addition, 

Training for farmers- (Value 

addition, Post harvest 

management & Organic 

Cultivation). 
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2 

ATMA  

(Agricultural 

Technical 

Management 

Association)   

a Capacity Building-  

To technically 

improve farmers by 

training. 

b Food security  

Financial support for 

value addition. 

c Training 

Within state & 

Interstate.  

d Demonstration 

Financial support to a 

cultivation plot 

(Introduce a new 

technology). 

3 

State Horticultural 

Mission  

(This scheme 

implemented for all 

farmers included 

Tribal farmers) 

Banana Cultivation, 

Vegetable cultivation, 

Medicinal plants area 

development, Tuber 

crops development 

etc. 

Table 2.4 Agricultural schemes and implementation details 

2.4 EDUCATION 

• Recognising the fact that only education could lead the tribes to a 

bright future, Scheduled Tribes Development Department has been 

investing heavily on tribal educational institutions in Attappady. 

There is one Model Residential School (MRS) and 16 Pre-Metric 

hostels established in Attappady by Scheduled Tribes Development 
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Department. This network of institutions caters to 1440 tribal 

children, Utmost care is taken to ensure good quality of education and 

the living standards are being constantly improved. Apart from this, a 

new Post-Metric hostel has been sanctioned recently. There are 

several schemes of Scheduled Tribes Development Department for 

the overall development of scheduled tribe children which includes 

Post-metric& pre-metric scholarships, supply of uniform, various 

educational grants, incentive to parents of students, assistance for 

brilliant students, assistance to study tour, tutorial scheme, and 

entrance coaching for  admission to professional courses , skill 

development projects,  supply of laptops to students studying in 

professional courses, project for transportation of students from 

remote areas to school (Gothrasarathy ) , tuition centres in colonies 

(SamuhyaPadanamuri). Besides Model Residential School, the 

department is also running Pre-primary school in Attappady. 

• Literacy rate of tribes are very poor and it makes drop out in the 

schools of tribal areas.  To solve this problem and to create ambience 

for education in hamlets, department has proposed to start the 

Community Study Centre in the state during 2016-17.  One educated 

tribal youth from same society will be selected and who will work as 

a facilitator and social worker.  The Centre will function in the 

already existing community hall or similar structure in the 

hamlet.  The Centre provide computer with internet, LED TV, 

furniture, reading materials etc.  30 students can be accommodated in 

each centre.  Light refreshment will also be provided to the students. 
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2.5. LAND, HOMESTEAD, AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

2.5.1 AMBEDKAR SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT SCHEME 

It is a scheme for the socio-economic betterment of tribal population living 

in the tribal hamlets.  It is proposed for meeting the immediate requirements 

of infrastructure facilities, economic activities and basic minimum needs of 

women and children.  Infrastructure facilities include providing house to 

houseless tribals in the hamlets, water supply, sanitation facilities and 

resettlement of tribals living in difficult conditions. 

2.5.2 HAMLET DEVELOPMENT SCHEME 

The concept of comprehensive development of tribal hamlets is of at 

most importance in addressing grass root issues and ensuring unskewed 

development.  It is envisaged to give thrust on overall development of 

unattended issues of hamlets on a case to ease basis by allocating a 

consolidated fund of Rs. 1 crore for each hamlet for various activities 

viz.  Drinking water, Electricity, Solar lighting, Link Roads, Foot path, 

Community centres, Anganwadies etc. 

The development needs in the habitats are identified in accordance with 

the priorities determined by the beneficiaries, in meetings of 

Oorukoottams with prior notice, headed by MLAs, and MPs and 

representatives of three tier Panchayatiraj institutions concerned and 

officials including District Collector, District Planning Officer and all 

other district officers of line departments to be held in the habitat itself. 

2.6 FOOD SECURITY PROGRAMMES 

The scheme is intended for providing food grains in needy tribal areas of 

all the Districts in the State and to address the issue of malnutrition and 

poverty among the STs. Choice of food items will be decided according 
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to area specific tastes and preferences of the tribes and this will be 

decided at P O / TDO level. Special priority should be given to women 

headed families and unwed mothers. During 2016-17, 11000 families 

were food grains expending an amount of Rs.1.80 crore.  During 2017-

18, 12111 families were expending an amount of Rs.1.22 crore. 

2.7 ADDITIONAL TRIBAL SUB PLAN  

This is a special package programme launched during 2014-15 by 

allocating funds in addition to the normal share of TSP in the State. It is 

utilized for the socio economic development of ST population living in 

ST settlements, particularly those in inaccessible/ remote areas. 

Infrastructural facilities like house to houseless ST families, water 

supply, sanitation, resettlement of ST families living in difficult 

conditions; tie up with MGNREGS in providing wage employment; 

health, nutrition, women & children development programmes; 

programmes for preserving the tribal dialects and culture; tie up with 

Kudumbasree in alleviating the incidence of tribal poverty; programmes 

of ICDS, NSAP etc. are certain components of the package. 
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3.1 PROFILE OF THE STUDY AREA 

Figure 3.1 Map of Attappady 

 

Source: Research gate 

Attappady is an extensive mountain valley at the headquarters of the 

Bhavani River nestled below the Nilgiri hills of the Western Ghats. 

Attappady block consisting of Agali, Pudur, and Sholayur grama 

panchayats spread over an area of 745 sq.kms. As it shares its boundary 

with Tamil Nadu, its accessibility to Tamil Nadu influences its socio- 

economic and cultural life. 

We have collected data from the tribal residents of randomly selected 

three villages. Kurumba tribal hamlet of Gottiyarkkandi at Pudur 

Panchayat, Irula tribal hamlet of Kallakkara at Sholayur Panchayat and 

Muduga tribal hamlet of Karara at Agali Panchayat. 
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3.2 DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The data collected from several households are being analyzed in this 

chapter. To study the socio-economic-health conditions of tribes and 

implementation of various government schemes, it is necessary to assess 

the general level of living of the households. Analysis includes 

classification according to number of households, gender, age, number 

of family members, education, health, diseases affected, occupation, 

saving habit, source of water, schemes under which shelter has built, 

food pattern, crop cultivation and access to educational, health and other 

public facilities. All the tables and figures in this chapter are derived 

from the sample survey except the first one. The total number of 

households and in some cases total number of respondents under 

Muduga, Kurumba and Irula tribe are subjected to this study are 

discussed under the following tables and charts. 
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3.2.1 Adivasi Hamlets Grama panchayat Wise 

Table 3.2.1  

Adivasi Hamlets Gramapanchayat Wise 

Grama 

Panchayat 

Muduga % Kurumba % Irula % Total 

Agali 18 75 0 0 55 36.91 73 

Pudur 5 20.83 19 100 42 28.19 66 

Sholayur 1 4.17 0 0 52 34.9 53 

Total 24 100 19 100 149 100 192 

Source: itdpattappady.kerala.gov.in 

Figure 3.2.1 

 

Irula is the largest tribal group than Muduga and Kurumba. 
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3.2.2 Sample Size 

Table 3.2.2 

Sample Size 

Tribe Total no. of respondents 

Muduga 82 

Kurumba 78 

Irula 65 

Source: Primary Data 

 

Figure 3.2.2 

 

The samples are collected from 3 tribal hamlets. From each tribal 

hamlet, 30 households are surveyed out of 66, 69 and 142 households of 

Muduga, Kurumba, and Irula respectively. Here we are only considering 

the individuals above 18 years old. As per this norm, the numbers of 

respondents are 82, 78 and 65 of Muduga, Kurumba, and Irula. 
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3.2.3 Classification on the basis of gender 

Table 3.2.3 

Classification on the basis of gender 

Tribe Male % Female % Total  

(Male + Female) 

Muduga 37 45.12 45 54.88 82 

Kurumba 34 43.59 44 56.41 78 

Irula 28 43.08 37 56.92 65 

Total 99  126  225 

Source: Primary Data 

*% - % of males/females in each tribe.                                                     

For eg. In Muduga tribe, 45.12% males and 54.88% females. 

 

Figure 3.2.3 

 

Survey conducted among 99 males and 126 females of Attappady tribes. 

As per the survey, females are more in number than males in every tribal 

group. 
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3.2.4. Classification on the basis of number of family members 

Table 3.2.4 

Classification on the basis of number of family members 

Number of 

family 

members 

Frequency 

Muduga Kurumba Irula 

1 5 1 5 

2 12 18 15 

3 6 5 7 

4 5 2 1 

5 3 1 1 

6 - 1 - 

7 - 1 - 

Total 82 78 65 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.4 

 

The most visible frequency in the number of adults in every tribe is 2. 

Among the 2 member category Kurumba top the list followed by 

Muduga and Irula. From this we can see Kurumba resides with large 

number of family members; there even families with eight members. 

Mostly the lonely living people are old aged, unwedded and spouseless. 
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According to the Human capital of Livelihood capital index, the 

indicators need to analyze are age, education and health status of 

household member 

3.2.5 Classification on the basis of age 

Table 3.2.5 Classification on the basis of age 

*Total (of each category) Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.5 

 

The tribal groups are most populated obviously with adults belong to the 

age group 18-40. Kurumbas have less number of aged people and 

enriched with more youth fellows 
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Age 

Group 

Muduga (%) Kurumba (%) Irula (%) Total 

 

18-30 23 28.05 40 51.28 13 20 76 

31-40 26 31.71 23 29.49 27 41.54 76 

41-50 14 17.07 7 8.97 11 16.92 32 

51-60 8 9.76 3 3.85 8 12.31 19 

Above 

60 

11 13.41 5 6.41 6 9.23 22 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 
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3.2.6 Classification on the basis of education level 

3.2.6.1 Level of education attained by various tribes 

Table 3.2.6.1 

Level of education attained by various tribes 

Level of 

education 

Muduga % Kurumba % Irula % Total 

LP 14 17.07 11 14.1 10 15.38 35 

UP 13 15.85 17 21.8 20 30.77 50 

HS 20 24.39 10 12.82 14 21.54 44 

HSS 7 8.54 8 10.26 5 7.7 20 

Graduation 6 7.32 7 8.97 4 6.15 17 

Illiterates 22 26.83 25 32.05 12 18.46 59 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.6.1 

 

With the norms on education index of Multi Dimensional Poverty Index, 

checking whether at least a person in the family not completed 

minimum five years of schooling (here let’s consider till LP education 

level) and whether at least one school age child who is not attending 

school. 
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About the education level (or can be considered as a mini illiteracy rate), 

almost half of the total illiterates in all the tribal groups belongs to 

Kurumba tribe whereas Irula are the most literate. Here we use the 

criteria those adults and aged who haven’t completed primary education. 

Coming to the new generations, children are getting free basic 

education. So compared to former generations, no child has kept aside 

from his right of having education. That’s why the second indicator has 

not included in the above table. 

Muduga covers a majority in LP and High School education. Though 

Kurumba has more illiterates, number of persons enrolled for graduation 

is also higher in Kurumba. Considering above, Irula category has more 

literates. 

3.2.6.2 Access to educational facilities near the selected tribal hamlet 

Table 3.2.6.2  

Access to educational facilities near the selected tribal hamlet 

Educational 

Institutions 

Karara 

(Muduga 

hamlet)  

in kms 

Gottiyarkkandi 

(Kurumba 

hamlet) in kms 

Kallakkara 

(Irula 

hamlet) 

in kms 

Anganvadi 1  1  1 

LP School 1  1  1 

UP School 1  3  1 

High School 4  11  1 

Higher Secondary 4  23  1 

College 6  23  1 

Model Residential 

School 

20  10  27 

Community 

Education Centre 

✓  ✓  ✓  

✓ Community education centre is present at every tribal area  

Source: Primary Data 
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3.2.7 Comparison of health status of tribals 

Table 3.2.7 

Comparison of health status of tribals 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.7 

 

Majority of the tribals are at good health status. As per the comparison, 

they differ in health status in a slight manner only. More people are 

weak at Muduga tribe than the other two. The ‘average’ term denotes 

they are at good condition still they faces health troubles often like fits, 

low blood pressure etc. The aged people are at a stage where they cannot 

take care of themselves and mentally retarded children, dialysis patients 

are also included in this category. 
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Health 

Status 

Muduga (%) Kurumba (%) Irula (%) Total  

Good  69 84.15 65 83.33 55 84.62 189 

Can take 

care of 

themselves 

(Average) 

7 8.53 5 6.41 4 6.15 16 

Cannot 

take care 

of 

themselves 

6 7.32 8 10.26 6 9.23 20 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 
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3.2.7.1 Access to health facilities available near the selected hamlets 

Table 3.2.7.1 

Access to health facilities available near the selected hamlets 

Health 

facility 

Karara 

(Muduga 

Hamlet)  

Distance 

(in kms) 

Gottiyaarkkandi 

(Kurumba 

Hamlet) 

 Distance 

(in kms)  

Kallakkara 

(Irula 

Hamlet) 

Distance 

(in kms) 

PHC 4 30 20 

General 

Hospital 

7 20 8 

Tribal 

Specialty 

Hospital 

13 28 3 

Private 

Hospital 

20 12 20 

Community  

health 

centre 

4 20 10 

Homeo 

dispensary 

1 4 35 

Ayurveda 

dispensary 

7 17 35 

Source: Primary Data 
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3.2.7.2 Classification on the basis of common diseases and number 

of diseased 

Table 3.2.7.2 

Classification on the basis of common diseases and number of 

diseased 

Disease Muduga Kurumba Irula Total 

Genetical 

diseases 

- - 1 1 

Heart diseases 1 1 1 3 

Mentally 

retarded 

- 1 1 2 

Physically weak 5 6 4 15 

Paralyzed 1 1 - 2 

Habitual 

diseases 

6 5 2 13 

Diseases affected 

any sense organ 

- 1 1 2 

Total 13 15 10 38 

Source: Primary Data 

Among the tribes of Attappady, special reported case is of Sickle Cell 

Anemia. It’s a genetically disease and found in every tribal community. 

Alcohol consumption causes trouble a minor percentage. Also mental 

retardness is more seen among tribes which may cause by the children 

due to the negative effect of habits of their parents like alcohol 

consumption, tobacco etc. Infant mortality was a serious issue in 

Attappady few years back. In these localities too, 2-3 infant deaths have 

reported. But now it’s really in a downward growth. 
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3.2.8 Classification on the basis of occupation 

Table 3.2.8 

Classification on the basis of occupation 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.8 

 

Most of the tribals are wage laborers. They include MGNREGS scheme 

workers, loading workers, mason workers etc. Aged people are living 

upon the pension they receive. 
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Occupation Muduga (%) Kurumba (%) Irula (%) Total  

Wage 

Laborer 

51 62.19 43 55.13 32 49.24 126 

Agriculture 7 8.54 17 21.79 12 18.46 36 

Govt. Job 8 9.76 7 8.97 3 4.61 18 

Self 

Employed 

2 2.44 3 3.85 4 6.15 9 

Pension 10 12.2 5 6.41 7 10.77 22 

Jobless 4 4.87 3 3.85 7 10.77 14 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 
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3.2.9 Access to other public institutions (in kms) 

Table 3.2.9 

Access to other public institutions (in kms) 

Public 

Institution 

Karara Gottiyarkkandi Kallakkara 

Nationalized 

Banks 

8 22 9 

Co-operative 

Banks 

6 20 4 

ATM 8 20 9 

Police Station 8 22 9 

Village Office 8 8 4 

Grama 

Panchayat 

Office 

9 20 12 

Block 

Panchayat 

Office 

8 22 9 

ITDP 8 22 9 

Source: Primary Data 

In case of public institutions, Karara has more accessibility. Kallakkara 

is also nearer to Karara in available facilities. But Gottiyaarkkandi is an 

inner hamlet. 
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3.2.10  Classification on the basis of saving habits 

Table 3.2.10 

Classification on the basis of saving habits 

No. of 

adults 

having 

saving 

habit 

Muduga %  

 

Kurumba % Irula % Total 

Yes 

 

10 12.20 10 12.82 7 10.77 27 

No 

 

72 87.80 68 87.18 58 89.23 198 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.10 

 

Most of the tribals are earning on a daily basis on an average 200-300. 

So that they fail to save for later. Government employees found it much 

easier to save which is followed by self employed people.  

About the trend of borrowing, tribals borrow money from banks, co-

operative societies and money lenders. Only 20% of people are 

depending money lenders. They go to bank mainly for collecting the 
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financial aid provided by government. Again about 5% of people are 

only depending bank for loans in general. Moreover, they cannot make 

their land as collateral as it is common and equal for everyone in the 

tribal community. 

3.2.11  Classification on the basis of source of water  

Table 3.2.11 

Classification on the basis of source of water  

Source 

of 

water 

Muduga (%) Kurumba (%) Irula (%) Total  

Public 

Tap 

28 34.15 78 100 65 100 171 

Bore 

well 

39 47.56 - - - - 39 

Pond 15 18.29 - - - - 15 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.11 

 

Out of three sources of water, Kurumba and Irula solely depend on 

public tap aka under ‘Jalanidhi’ scheme. But majority of Muduga tribals 

are getting bore well water other than public tap and pond. 
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3.2.12  Classification on the basis of schemes under which 

shelters are built 

Table 3.2.12 

Classification on the basis of schemes under which shelters are built 

Scheme Muduga (%) Kurumba (%) Irula (%) Total  

AHADS 48 58.54     48 

ITDP 23 28.05 78 100   101 

Block 

Panchayat 

11 13.41     11 

IAY     65 100 65 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.12 

 

Most of the shelters are provided under the schemes of ITDP. Earlier 

they used to build houses with soil, and palm leaves. But now the case is 

different. They are getting houses under different schemes for the 

welfare of tribal community. 
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3.2.13  Classification on the basis of crops they cultivate 

Table 3.2.13 

Classification on the basis of crops they cultivate 

Crops Muduga (%) Kurumba (%) Irula (%) Total  

Vegetables 36 43.9 21 26.92 14 21.54 71 

Cereals/ 

Pulses 

46 56.1 36 46.15 24 36.92 106 

Cash 

Crops 

  16 20.51 15 23.08 31 

None   5 6.42 12 18.46 17 

Total 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.13 

 

Though we have surveyed 225 individuals,17 out of them are not 

cultivating any type of crops. In case of crops they cultivate, a transition 

is visible. In earlier periods, they were adamantly stuck towards their 

own crops and forest produces. Now a shift is visible from their 

traditional way of agriculture to more market based agriculture; 

influenced from the non-tribal settlers. Even though majority are still 

cultivating their traditional crops like chama, thuvara, raagi etc.; but not 
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in an extensive way. Here comes the importance of  the government 

schemes like millet village. It is a great supporting hand to turn back to 

their indigenous crops and introduce to the public in various forms. 

Some are not even cultivating anything. 

3.2.14 Classification of households on the basis of their food habit 

Table 3.2.14 

Classification of households on the basis of their food habit 

Food Muduga (%) Kurumba (%) Irula (%) Total  

Vegetables 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 

Forest 

Products 

38 46.3

4 

65 83.33 32 49.23 135 

Meat  24 29.2

7 

21 26.92 22 33.85 67 

Cereals 82 100 78 100 65 100 225 

Source: Primary Data 

Figure 3.2.14 
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The table shows the number of adults consuming each type of food. 

Everyone consumes their traditional food and vegetables on a daily 

basis. Food security is ensured as they are provided ration through 

public distribution centers for Rs.2. But the transition can be seen that 

they rely more on market than produce their own. To collect honey and 

other forest resources; they have got permission from government. Still 

it is limited. So, the reflecting changes are depicted above. The hunted 

meat which was substantial in their diet is no more legally accessible. 

They purchase from markets. 
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4.1 FINDINGS 

The study named “SOCIO–ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AMONG 

DIFFERENT TRIBAL COMMUNITIES IN ATTAPPADY 

REGION” aimed to understand and compare the socio-economic-health 

scenario of Irula, Muduga, Kurumba tribes in Attappady and the 

implementation of various welfare schemes. To elicit information on 

each of the objectives data were collected from Gottiyaarkkandi, Karara 

and Kallakkara tribal hamlets. Accordingly, 225 respondents from each 

locality came under the purview of the study. This chapter presents the 

findings, suggestions and conclusions regarding our study. 

SOCIO ECONOMIC HEALTH PROFILE 

• As per the study, the majority of the respondents are females 

(56%) than males. Muduga are more densely populated than Irula 

and Kurumba. 

• The most visible frequency of number of adult family members 

in every tribe is 2. Kurumba are having highest of 18 families 

with 2 family members each. Even families with 8 members 

utmost can be seen. 

• About 67.54% of the total respondents are belonging to the age 

category of 18-40. 14.22% of 41-50 years age, 8.44% of people 

at 51-60 age and, 9.77% old aged. Even every tribe do follow the 

same proportion of age. 

• About the educational profile of each tribal category, more 

people are literate in Irula tribe (81.54%) than others. And among 

the literates 21.08% of people are only qualified LP education, 

30.12% of them with UP education, 26.50% with HS education, 

12.04% with Higher Secondary level education and merely 

10.24% are graduated or pursuing graduation. Also every tribe 

follows the same proportion of education level. 
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• The case is different than earlier regarding the access to 

educational institutions for tribes. The above surveyed tribal 

hamlets have Anganvadis and LP schools within 1 km. UP school 

maximum within 3 kms, High School 11 kms, and Higher 

Secondary and College within 23 kms utmost. Also now, 

government has come up with educational schemes especially for 

tribal children. The tribal hamlets are having community 

education centre for tutoring the tribal children. 

• Regarding the health status, majority are having a good health. 

But an average of 6% of people is troubled with old age 

problems, mental retardness, and genetical diseases like Sickle 

Cell Anaemia. 

• Each of the three tribal hamlets is having a nearest health centre 

within 1, 2 or 4 kms. Karara and Gottiyaarkkandi have access to 

at least Homeo dispensary nearby. And Kallakkara has Govt. 

tribal multi specialty hospital within 2 kms. Karara tribal hamlet 

has easier access to health centres than the other two. Other than 

the specialty of tribe the locality which they reside also gains 

importance in such matters. 

• When it comes to the occupational profile, about 61.22% of the 

respondents are wage labourers. It goes the same for each group. 

As per the traditional norms, tribes are much into agriculture. But 

here, we can see only 7-22% of people are depending agriculture 

as a livelihood. As government provides reservation, many tribals 

are getting opportunities and the numbers of government jobs are 

in an increasing pace. Though only a minor portion of people are 

into self employment, it shows the influence of non-tribal people 

in them.  Aged people who are living isolated done their living 

through the pension grant. Many are jobless in Irula category. 

Though the number of illiterates is less, people who got higher 

education are also low. On an average, they are wage labourers; 
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they find themselves as it’s hard to move their living especially in 

case of any emergencies. But the other fact is that they are also 

provided many facilities by government for free. 

• Again, Karara has more access to other public institutions like 

Bank, ATM, Police Station and Village Office with just 3 to 4 

kms and they have quite good transportation facilities too. 

Whereas Gottiyaarkkandi is much more far away from such 

access to public institutions. Kallakkara is somewhat like Karara 

as they are near the main town Kottathara.  

• Majority of the residents are getting water from public tap. But 

the difference is most of the Muduga tribe are depending on bore 

well and pond by even a small category. 

• Earlier the shelters of tribes were made up of palm leaves, big 

stones etc. But now, under the various schemes of government 

they are residing at concrete houses. For these three tribal hamlet 

residents shelters were provided by ITDP, AHADS, IAY and 

Block Panchayat. Among these, ITDP has provided most 

shelters, which is a sole institution for tribal welfare. But Muduga 

got more shelters under the scheme of Attappady Hill Area 

Development Society (AHADS). 

• Attappady tribe people are well known for their indigenous crops 

like chama, thina, thuvara etc. As per our study, 47.11% people 

are cultivating their own crops. Government has initiated ‘Millet 

Village’ to promote their crops and dishes make using these 

crops. 31.55% people are cultivating vegetables and rest with 

cash crops. This trend of cash crop cultivating began among them 

for just a few years. We can consider this as a transition from 

their own culture and food habits. 
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4.2 SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the above findings, the following suggestions are made for 

making improvements in the socio- economic- health scenario of tribal 

people in Attappady. 

 Health issues like Sickle Cell Anaemia found in every tribal 

community. And this can be further reduced by giving genetic 

counselling and disease management. Doing a regular check up, 

early recognition and treatment of complications can definitely 

show a large decline in the number of patients as well. Also 

would be capable to prevent the disease transfer to younger ones. 

 Comparatively to earlier period, now many are leading a socially 

interacted life with non-tribals. In some cases, tribals are 

influenced by them over their own traditions. Though its good, 

they foregone their traditions for something new which is not 

theirs. 

 As of the economic aspect, government has provided various 

schemes for their welfare. But the question is whether these 

schemes are available to the needy and whether they are utilizing 

their opportunity to the fullest. The answer is no. That’s why 

many are still yearning to however survive a day. So, every tribal 

has to know the schemes allotted for them and respective ST 

promoters have to bring the deserved ones to the platform. 

 A survey need to be conducted in intervals regarding whether 

they are getting the benefits of government schemes and an 

interrogation regarding the same need to conducted that how 

many are getting the benefits and is there anyone remain unfed.  

 As the educational system changes to a digital medium, more and 

more students are in need of digital devices like smart phone, 

laptop, tablet etc. This has to provide by government or under 

other sponsorships. 
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4.3 CONCLUSION 

The study named “SOCIO–ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AMONG 

DIFFERENT TRIBAL COMMUNITIES IN ATTAPPADY 

REGION” has been conducted with objectives as given in the first 

chapter. The methodology has also been stated in first chapter. Data 

collected is presented and analyzed in chapter 3. The findings emerging 

from the study and the suggestions based on the findings, to make the 

scheme more effective and useful, were elaborated in the previous part 

of this chapter. Accordingly, the conclusion derived from the study is 

presented below: 

The aim of the study was to understand the various social dimensions of 

tribal life in Attappady and to inquire the implementation of government 

schemes. This study helps the researcher to get an overall idea regarding 

the same. The study conducted at three tribal hamlets namely Karara, 

Gottiyaarkkandi and Kallakkara. The study reveals that unlike before 

tribals are getting more benefits from government. Moreover, strong 

progress can be seen in their socio-economic life. Due to the time 

constraint and the limited area of study, this could not claim 100% 

reliability. This study only covers 225 respondents from each tribal 

hamlet. So, that it cannot generalize the change and progress is same 

with other tribal hamlets too. 

Tribals value their culture, and tradition. As time passes by, they are 

rather influenced by non-tribals. But the change is for good. 

Government implement various welfare schemes for the entire 

development of tribal people. Now, it’s their turn to break the shell.  
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APPENDIX I 

 

CHRIST COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), IRINJALAKUDA  

Department of Economics 

SOCIO–ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AMONG DIFFERENT 

TRIBAL COMMUNITIES IN ATTAPADY REGION  

 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Name of the householder: 

Sex:  

Age: 

Number of family members: 

Community: Irula Muduga   Kurumba 

Education: Primary      Lower Primary      Upper Primary       High 

School  Higher Secondary         Graduation           Post 

Graduation 

Occupation: Agriculture (Own land, for lease, wage labourer) 

Business        Govt. Job       No job 

Income level: Wages …………………………      Salary………………………… 

Do you have a habit of saving your earnings: Yes      No 

Food:  

How many times a day    1    2    3   4   5 

What do you eat? Vegetables      Pulses    Fruits     Eatables from forest 

Non Veg 

About Welfare Schemes:           

Knowledge about tribal welfare schemes 
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Is it avail? 

Does community kitchen exist now too? 

Agriculture: 

What do you cultivate? 

The sale of agricultural produce is by      

Health:     

Define your health condition 

Would you depend hospital for any medical requirements or 

Would consult a village physician or  

Would self-treat 

Have/Had any severe diseases 

Sources of Water: Public Tap, Well, River 

Type of Shelter: 

No. of years they started to reside: 

➢ Challenges faced to roll their tribal life 

Access to public institutions 
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APPENDIX II 

 

 


